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Engineered and crafted with utmost care to the tiniest detail, the 2022 Mazda2 Homura 

makes an impression both visually and from a driver’s perspective. Its sporty shape match the 

sophisticated handcrafted interior, while every feature is thoughtfully built around you, the 

driver. The impressive range of stunning exterior colours are all completed by the 16’’ Black 

Alloy Wheels, Black Shark-fin Antenna and Black Mirror Caps to display an overall striking look 

anywhere you drive it. Under the hood, our latest engine delivers improved fuel efficiency, 

while maintaining high performance levels.  

WELCOME TO THE  2022 MAZDA2 HOMURA



COMFORT AWAITS

The 2022 Mazda2 Homura is designed so you should feel comfortable in any situation. 

The exquisitely crafted interior matches the exterior design touches with Black Fabric 

and red stitching, while features like the Keyless Entry, Power Door Lock or the Trip 

Computer, all contribute to a heightened state of relaxation and confidence.







CONFIDENT A ND CONNEC TED

A completely synchronised environment is ensured by the effortless control of the 7” 

colour touch-screen display and the intuitive HMI Commander. Moreover, synchro-

nising your mobile phone, accessing internet radio or your favorite music via Android 

Auto or the Wireless Apple CarPlay, is now easier than ever through the Mazda Con-

nect infotainment system. New-generation safety features such as Hill Launch Assist, 

Rear View Camera, Cruise Control or the Dynamic Stability Control with Traction 

Control System are all designed to boost your confidence anywhere you drive. 
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